
NCD Pathway – Holis1c Small Groups part 2 

The previous ar-cle outlined the ques-ons in the survey related to Holis-c Small Groups and how 
they are grouped into five key areas: 

1. Essen-al founda-ons for growing meaningful rela-onships 

2. Growing rela-onal depth 

3. Relevancy 

4. Small group leader training 

5. Growing in numbers not just maturity. 

 The first two points were discussed and how meaningful rela-onships is essen-al in growing a 
healthy church. 

The next point, relevancy, is one that is oKen neglected. What does it mean when we say a small 
group is relevant?  There are two ques-ons that cover the topic of relevance but both are significant 
in ensuring that a small group is successful or not. 

Q27 – In my small group we spend lots of 7me on things which are irrelevant to me (nega7ve) 

Q11 – My small group helps me with the challenges of my life 

These two ques-ons imply that a small group must provide an environment where members can 
raise issues confron-ng them in their daily lives and then address them with responses which are 
relevant and helpful. For example, does it offer Chris-an community or apply Biblical principles. 
Many tradi-onal Bible study groups fail because they do not appreciate that simply studying the 
Bible together is no guarantee of relevance. 

This brings me to the uncomfortable word of ‘vulnerability’.  

Churches can oKen be perceived by the wider unchurched community, as places where you go when 
you are ‘good’. I have heard people say, “I am not good enough to go to church” or “I will go when I 
am a beXer person”. 

Our community should be a place that welcomes the broken-hearted and crushed in spirit. A place 
for healing and acceptance, but without us being vulnerable and real with others, it will be hard to 
build a trust rela-onship.  We have all sinned and in God’s sight we are all equal. 

Small Group Leader Training, like churches, small groups rise and fall on leadership. If growing holis-c 
small groups is a priority in your church, then inves-ng in the ongoing training of your small group 
leaders should be a priority. The essence of the training should be on how the prospec-ve leaders 
can bring together a small group of people to grow in spiritual maturity and support one another in 
Biblical community. 

Q76 – The leaders of our small groups are trained for their tasks 

It is surprising how many pastors say small groups are important but don’t have regular small group 
leader training and don’t allocate money in the budget to resource them.  Carl George set a 
benchmark with his VHS mee-ngs – monthly gatherings of small group leaders where some ‘vision’ is 
shared, the leaders ‘huddle’ to discuss issues of importance to them in working with their small 
groups and ‘skill’ is imparted to grow leader competence. 

The last two ques-ons are about growing in numbers, not just maturity. 



Q54 – In the group I belong to it is easy for newcomers to be integrated 

Q78 – Our small groups ac7vely seek to mul7ply themselves 

I was intrigued to learn that, on average, small groups become closed to outsiders just six weeks 
aKer forming. Yes, that quickly. The reason most oKen given is that every -me you add a new person 
the rela-onal dynamics change. That is a good point, but closing the dorr to newcomers can also be 
an excuse for becoming comfortable. Think of it as a ‘billabong’ problem – at some point the lack of 
‘inflow’ not only leads to a lack of ‘oualow’ but progressively leads to stagna-on. Over -me the 
groups need a steady supply of newcomers to keep them fresh, relevant and a vital part of the 
healthy growth of the church as a whole. 

This leads to the issue of mul-plica-on. Issue? I’ve heard the argument that ‘mul-plica-on’ leads to 
‘division’ and ‘division is death’.  That is, mul-plying a group into two breaks up rela-onships that 
have been forged for years. I fear the argument is more based on staying within a comfort zone 
rather than facing the challenges of ongoing growth (both personal and church). Healthy groups 
focused on growth in both numbers and maturity can expect to mul-ply naturally and welcome it 
when it happens! 

Let us recreate church to be a community, a place of Love . . . never gives up, never loses faith, is 
always hopeful and endures through every circumstance. 

1 Samuel 16:7 . . . The Lord does not look at the things people look at. People look at the outward 
appearance, but the Lord looks at the heart.


